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1 Types of transaction

How may businesses combine? 

In Ukraine, businesses may combine in a number of ways. 
Usually, such transactions involve the acquisition of shares (par-

ticipation interests) of a target entity either from its previous owners 
or from the company itself, for example in the process of a share 
placement. 

Business combinations may also involve the acquisition of the 
business assets of a company.

In addition, business combinations may be performed by way 
of a merger of two or more companies. Such companies cease to 
exist and form a new legal entity-successor, which acquires all rights 
and liabilities of the companies participating in the merger. As an 
option, the transaction may be structured as an accession of one or 
more companies to an acquiring company, in which case the former 
ceases to exist and transfers all its rights and liabilities to the acquir-
ing company. In addition, a company may be divided into several 
new entities that acquire the rights and liabilities of the predecessor, 
which ceases to exist as a legal entity, or undergo a spin-off, where 
one or more new companies are established and receive certain parts 
of the rights and liabilities of their predecessor, which continues to 
exist as a separate entity. 

Business in Ukraine may also be conducted by participating in a 
contractual joint venture without establishing a separate legal entity, 
which may involve the consolidation of the parties’ contributions 
for this purpose (simple partnership) or be carried out without such 
consolidation. 

Several legal entities may also coordinate their production and 
other activities by forming different types of business unions (associa-
tions, corporations, consortium, etc). The entities participating in a 
business union continue to operate as separate legal entities. 

2 Statutes and regulations

What are the main laws and regulations governing business 

combinations?

In Ukraine business combinations are governed by a number of legal 
acts, including the following main laws and regulations: 
•  the Civil Code of Ukraine dated 16 January 2003, No. 435−IV; 
•  the Commercial Code of Ukraine dated 16 January 2003, No. 

436−IV;
•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Joint-Stock Companies’ dated 17 Sep-

tember 2008, No. 514-VI; 
•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Business Associations’ dated 19 Sep-

tember 1991, No. 1576−XII (provisions of this law regulating 
joint-stock companies apply only to open and closed joint-stock 
companies until their transformation into public and private 
joint-stock companies, which must be performed by 29 April 
2011);

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Protection of Economic Competition’ 
dated 11 January 2001, No. 2210−III;

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Securities and Stock Market’ dated 23 
February 2006, No. 3480-IV;

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Holding Companies in Ukraine’ dated 
15 March 2006, No. 3528-IV; 

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Procedures for Foreign Investments’ 
dated 19 March 1996, No. 93/96-BP;

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On State Registration of Legal Entities and 
Individual Entrepreneurs’ dated 15 May 2003, No. 755-IV; 

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On International Private Law’ dated 23 June 
2005, No. 2709-IV; 

•  the Law of Ukraine ‘On Privatisation of State Property’ dated 4 
March 1992, No. 2163-XII; and

•  the Resolution of the Board of the National Bank of Ukraine ‘On 
Regulating the Issues of Foreign Investments in Ukraine’ dated 
10 August 2005, No. 280.

Depending on the type and sphere of the transaction, its parties 
may also need to comply with other specific laws and regulations, 
for instance, the Law of Ukraine ‘On Banks and Banking’ dated 7 
December 2000, No. 2121-III, and the resolutions of the National 
Bank of Ukraine (the NBU) in the case of an acquisition of shares 
constituting a significant interest (as discussed in question 4) in a 
Ukrainian bank. 

3 Governing law

What law typically governs the transaction agreements?

 In transactions with a ‘foreign element’, being, inter alia, a non- 
resident party or an object of the transaction located outside Ukraine, 
the parties may choose a law governing the transaction agreements, 
except in certain cases set forth by law. As a matter of practice, trans-
actions involving non-resident parties are often governed by foreign 
law. 

At the same time, irrespective of the choice of law governing the 
transaction, the parties in any case need to comply with the manda-
tory rules of Ukrainian law applicable to the relevant transaction. In 
particular, the acquisition of title to the real estate properties located 
in Ukraine and properties subject to registration with the state reg-
isters, as well as the procedures for transfer of title to shares issued 
by a Ukrainian company (ie, making the relevant amendments to 
the shareholders registry or transfer to the securities account opened 
with a Ukrainian custodian) will be regulated by Ukrainian law. 

Furthermore, provisions of a foreign law shall not apply if this 
would lead to an outcome that is incompatible with the fundamen-
tals of Ukrainian legal system (public order). Following the pub-
lic order concept, the Presidium of the High Commercial Court of 
Ukraine in its Recommendations dated 28 December 2007, No. 
04-5/14, explained that the shareholders agreements regulating the 
relations among the shareholders or the relations of the sharehold-
ers with the company regarding activities of the company shall be 
considered null and void if governed by foreign law. According to the  
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Recommendations, relations between the founders (owners) of the 
company regarding its establishment, the appointment and compe-
tence of its management bodies, convening of, and the approval of 
decisions at, the general meeting of shareholders (participants) shall 
be governed by Ukrainian law. In these cases, the rules established by 
Ukrainian law shall be deemed mandatory and the failure to comply 
with such rules shall constitute an infringement of the public order. 

Furthermore, according to the Commercial Procedural Code of 
Ukraine, the disputes arising from corporate relations between the 
company and its participants (founders, shareholders), including the 
former participants, as well as between the participants (founders, 
shareholders) of a company in connection with its establishment, 
activities, management and termination, except for the labour dis-
putes, shall be resolved by the commercial courts in Ukraine and the 
parties may not refer to arbitration for settlement of such disputes.

Similar restrictions on dispute settlement by Ukrainian courts 
only also apply in a number of other cases, in particular, in the case 
of a dispute regarding the real estate properties located in Ukraine.

4 Filings and fees

Which government or stock exchange filings are necessary in 

connection with a business combination? Are there stamp taxes or 

other government fees in connection with completing a business 

combination?

Depending on the type and sphere of a business combination, it may 
involve the following filings and steps in Ukraine. 

Filing with the antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine
The following transactions, inter alia, constitute a concentration 
under Ukrainian law:
•  a merger of undertakings or an accession of one undertaking to 

another;
•  establishment of a company by two or more persons, unless 

resulting in coordination of competitive behaviour of the found-
ers or between the founders and the new company;

•  a direct or indirect acquisition in ownership or management 
of the shares (participation interests) of a company that allows 
the acquirer to reach or exceed, when combined with all of the 
acquirer’s prior shareholdings, a 25 per cent or 50 per cent thresh-
old of votes in the highest governing body of such company; 

•  a direct or indirect purchase or other acquisition of assets in 
the form of an integral property complex (a going concern) or 
a structural department of an undertaking, obtaining for man-
agement purposes, rent, leasing, concession or other acquisition 
of the right to use the assets in the form of an integral property 
complex or a structural department of an undertaking, includ-
ing the acquisition of assets of an undertaking in the process of 
liquidation, etc.

However, a concentration requires the prior approval of the Antimo-
nopoly Committee of Ukraine (the AMC) only if:
•  the total worldwide asset value or the total sales turnover of all 

parties to the concentration, including undertakings connected 
by a control relationship, for the last financial year exceeds E12 
million; and 

•  the total worldwide asset value or the total sales turnover of 
each of at least two parties to the concentration, including under-
takings connected by a control relationship, exceeds E1 million; 
and 

•  the total asset value or the total sales turnover in Ukraine of at 
least one party to the concentration, including undertakings con-
nected by a control relationship, exceeds E1 million.

Approval of the AMC is also required for any concentration, if the 
market share of any party or combined market share of all parties 
to the concentration, including undertakings connected by a control 

relationship, on any product market in Ukraine exceeds 35 per cent, 
and the concentration takes place on this or neighbouring product 
market.

In general, the application is supposed to be reviewed by the AMC 
within 45 days from the date of submission. During the first 15 days 
the AMC is supposed to conduct an initial review and may return the 
application without considering it, if the AMC determines that the 
application is incomplete. During the subsequent 30-day period the 
AMC analyses submitted information and decides whether to grant 
or deny the approval. If the AMC requires additional information 
for its analysis, it may open an in-depth investigation that may last 
up to three months and this period can be suspended while the AMC 
is waiting for the requested information. As a practical matter, most 
filings are approved within the standard 45-day period. 

The filing fee for an application for obtaining the AMC approval 
for a concentration is 300 non-taxable minimum incomes per appli-
cation, which is currently equal to 5,100 hryvnas.

State registration of amendments to the constituent documents 
of a company 
If the transaction involves making amendments to the information 
contained in the constituent documents of a company (ie, charter for 
the joint-stock companies and limited liability companies), such as 
the amount of the share capital, participants of the company – for the 
limited liability companies, powers of the company’s management 
bodies, etc, such amendments are subject to state registration with 
the state registrar making the records in the Unified State Register 
of Legal Entities and Individual Entrepreneurs (takes three business 
days). 

Prior to filing the documents with the state registrar, amendments 
to the constituent documents of the company must be approved by 
the general meeting of its shareholders (participants). In addition, 
amendments to the charter of a bank are subject to the prior approval 
by the NBU. The statutory period for granting such approval is one 
month after submission of all necessary documents to the NBU.

 
Obtaining approval of the national Bank of Ukraine for 
acquisition of a significant interest
Any individual or legal entity, intending to acquire a significant inter-
est in a Ukrainian bank or to increase the present ownership to the 
extent so that such individual or entity will directly or indirectly pos-
sess or control 10 per cent, 25 per cent, 50 per cent or 75 per cent of 
the share capital of the bank or the voting rights under the acquired 
shares (or other equity interest) in its governing bodies, is obliged to 
receive a prior approval of the NBU for the acquisition or increase 
of the significant interest. ‘Significant interest’ is defined by Ukrain-
ian banking laws as a ‘direct or indirect, independent or joint with 
other persons ownership of 10 per cent or more of the authorised 
capital or voting rights under the acquired shares (or other equity 
interest) of a legal entity or the ability to exercise decisive influence 
on the management or activities of a legal entity irrespective of the 
formal ownership’. 

Upon receipt of all documents and information required by law, 
the NBU has a month to consider the documents and grant or deny 
the approval. The NBU may ask for clarifications and additional 
documents relating to the approval. In practice, the issuance of the 
approval by the NBU can take up to several months. 

In addition, unless the bank already has the status of a bank with 
foreign capital, simultaneously with applying for the NBU approval 
for the acquisition of a significant interest by a non-resident investor, 
the bank must apply to the NBU for its approval for obtaining of the 
status of a bank with foreign capital.

requirements to involve a stock exchange
Under the Law of Ukraine ‘On Joint-Stock Companies’ (the JSC 
Law), a public joint-stock company must be listed at least on one 
stock exchange, and the sale and purchase agreements with shares of 
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a public joint-stock company listed on a stock exchange may be con-
cluded on such stock exchange only. In this case certain specific rules 
established by the relevant stock exchange, in particular, with respect 
to determining the price of shares, will apply to the transaction. 

requirements to notify the Securities Commission and stock 
exchange
A person (or persons acting jointly) intending to acquire the shares 
which will constitute, when combined with all of the acquirer’s prior 
shareholdings together with its affiliates, 10 per cent or more of com-
mon shares of a joint-stock company, must submit a filing (notifi-
cation) to the State Securities and Stock Market Commission (the 
Securities Commission) and each stock exchange where the issuer is 
listed about the proposed transaction, as described in question 6 in 
the context of disclosure of substantial shareholdings.

State registration of foreign investments
Currently, under Ukrainian law, all foreign investments are subject to 
the mandatory state registration. The registration of foreign invest-
ments in the form of the currency valuables shall be performed by the 
NBU, while the in-kind investments shall be registered by the govern-
ment of the Autonomous Republic of the Crimea and the competent 
local state administrations, after the investment was made. 

5 information to be disclosed

What information needs to be made public in a business 

combination? Does this depend on what type of structure is used? 

Depending on the type of a business combination, its parties and the 
target may need to publicly disclose certain information about the 
transaction. 

Under the Civil Code of Ukraine, article 118, part 2, every busi-
ness company that purchased or otherwise acquired 20 per cent or 
more of the authorised capital of a limited liability company or addi-
tional liability company or 20 per cent or more of common shares of 
a joint-stock company must disclose this information following the 
procedure prescribed by law. However, no procedure for disclosure 
is currently prescribed by law.

Furthermore, the information on establishment of a joint-stock 
company, or the acquisition of all shares of a company, by a sole 
shareholder must be disclosed by the company in the official press 
of the Securities Commission. 

The issuers of securities are also required to disclose ‘special 
information’, in particular, if one of the following occurs: 
•  changes in the owners of shares holding 10 per cent or more of 

the voting shares of a company; 
•  adoption of a decision on issuance of securities for the amount 

exceeding 25 per cent of the share capital of the company; 
•  adoption of a decision on the re-purchase of shares issued by the 

company;
•  adoption of a decision on the decrease of the share capital of a 

company; 
•  initiating bankruptcy proceeding;  and
•  adoption of a decision on liquidation of a company by its com-

petent body or by court, etc.

Such information must be disclosed in the news line of the general 
data base of the Securities Commission, in the official press (ie, the 
official press editions of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the Cabinet 
of Ministers of Ukraine, or the Securities Commission), and must be 
submitted to the Securities Commission, except for the information 
on changes in owners of shares holding 10 per cent or more of the 
voting shares, within a few business days after the relevant event 
occurs. 

The acquirer of shares also needs to disclose certain information 
on the transaction as described in question 6. 

 Furthermore, a company must disclose the information on its 
reorganisation (merger, accession, division, etc), on a spin-off from 
the company or its liquidation in press and notify its creditors in 
writing. A public joint-stock company also needs to disclose this 
information to the stock exchanges where it is listed. 

6 Disclosure of substantial shareholdings

What are the disclosure requirements for owners of large 

shareholdings in a company? Are the requirements affected if the 

company is a party to a business combination?

Under Ukrainian law, a person (or persons acting jointly) intending 
to acquire the shares that will constitute, when combined with all of 
the acquirer’s prior shareholdings together with its affiliates, 10 per 
cent or more of common shares of a joint-stock company (a ‘signifi-
cant shareholding’), must notify the issuer in writing of the intention 
to acquire the shares and disclose this information publicly not later 
than 30 days prior to the date of acquisition. The information must 
be disclosed by giving the notification to the Securities Commission, 
each stock exchange where the issuer is listed, and making its publi-
cation in the official press.

A person (or persons acting jointly), which has acquired 50 per 
cent or more of the common shares of the issuer (the ‘controlling 
shareholding’), must offer all other shareholders, within 20 days after 
the date of acquisition of the controlling shareholding, to purchase 
the common shares of the issuer that they hold, and inform the Secu-
rities Commission and each stock exchange where the issuer is listed 
about such offer. As an exception, such obligation is not imposed in 
the case of acquisition of shares in the process of privatisation. 

The offer to acquire the shares must be given to the issuer, which 
has to send it to the shareholders within 10 days after its receipt. Such 
offer must include, in particular: the proposed price for the shares, 
which may not be less than their market value, and the manner of its 
calculation; the period for notification by shareholders on accepting 
the offer; and the payment procedure. 

Additional disclosure and reporting requirements may be estab-
lished for the shareholders of companies involved in specific types of 
activities. For instance, each legal entity holding a significant inter-
est in a Ukrainian bank is obliged to submit to the NBU quarterly 
reports with information on business entities, in which the reporting 
person holds more than 10 per cent, and annual reports, including, 
in particular, its financial statements as of the end of the relevant 
financial year.

 

7 Duties of directors and controlling shareholders

What duties do the directors or managers of a company owe to 

the company’s shareholders, creditors and other stakeholders in 

connection with a business combination? Do controlling shareholders 

have similar duties?

Generally, under Ukrainian law, an individual or a body, author-
ised to represent the company under its constituent documents or by 
virtue law (eg, the CEO), must act in the interests of the company, 
reasonably and in good faith, without exceeding his or her powers. 

In a number of cases, depending on a business combination, the 
members of the executive body and the supervisory board of the com-
pany must perform certain notification duties, in particular, notify 
the company’s creditors on the decrease of its share capital, notify 
the shareholders holding common shares of a joint-stock company 
on the offer of a person that acquired the controlling shareholding 
to purchase their shares, etc. 

If a business combination involves conclusion by the company of 
a transaction (deed), in which the officers of the company (being the 
chairman and members of supervisory board, the executive body of 
the company, its audit commission (auditor), and the chairman and 
members of any other body envisaged by the charter of the com-
pany) and the shareholders holding, independently or together with 
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the affiliated persons, 25 per cent or more of the common shares 
of a joint-stock company, are interested, as discussed below, such 
interested person must specifically disclose the information on this 
to the company.

Under the JSC Law, a person will be deemed interested in con-
cluding a transaction if such person meets one of the following 
criteria: 
•  is a party to the transaction; 
•  takes part in it as a representative or an intermediary (except for 

representing the company as its officer); 
•  is remunerated for concluding the transaction by the company 

(its officers) or a party thereto; 
•  acquires property as a result of such transaction or is otherwise 

interested in carrying out the transaction; or
•  is affiliated to a legal entity, which is a party to such transaction 

or participates in it as a representative or an intermediary, or is 
remunerated by the company or by a party to such transaction, 
or acquires property or is otherwise interested in carrying out the 
transaction. 

A person interested in the transaction must notify the company’s 
body of which he or she is a member, the executive body, and the 
supervisory board of the company within three business day after he 
becomes interested in the transaction. 

Transactions with interested parties are subject to prior approval 
by the supervisory board of the joint-stock company. If a person 
interested in the transaction is a member of the supervisory board, he 
or she may not participate in voting regarding the decision to enter 
into the transaction. If most of the members of the supervisory board 
are interested in the transaction, the decision on concluding the trans-
action must be adopted by the general meeting of shareholders. 

In other cases, the duties of the controlling shareholders in con-
nection with a business combination mainly comprise of the disclo-
sure and reporting obligations (eg, in connection with acquisition 
of a significant shareholding or a controlling shareholding). Unlike 
the persons authorised to represent the company, the controlling 
shareholders are not expressly required under Ukrainian law to act 
reasonably and in good faith. 

8 approval and appraisal rights

What approval rights do shareholders have over business 

combinations? Do shareholders have appraisal or similar rights in 

business combinations?

In general, under Ukrainian law, a spin-off, division, merger, acces-
sion, transformation (eg, transformation from a joint-stock company 
into a limited liability company) and liquidation of a company require 
approval by the general meeting of its shareholders (participants). If 
the transaction involves several entities (as in the case of a merger), it 
must be approved by the shareholders meeting of each of the entities 
that take part in the transaction. At the same time, in certain cases 
the JSC Law allows the supervisory board of joint-stock company to 
which the accession is made to adopt a decision on accession instead 
of the shareholders meeting. 

If a business combination involves, inter alia, changes of the 
amount of the share capital of the company, amendments to its char-
ter, re-purchase of the shares issued by the company, or conclusion by 
a joint-stock company of a ‘significant deed’, when the market value 
of the property or services being the subject of such deed exceeds 25 
per cent of the value of assets of the company according to its latest 
annual financial statements, it must be approved by the general meet-
ing of shareholders of the company. 

Furthermore, under the JSC Law, the charter of a private joint-
stock company may provide for the right of first refusal of the share-
holders and the company itself to purchase the shares offered by a 
shareholder of the company for sale to a third person. In this case, 
performance of the transaction will be subject to the shareholders 

and the company, as the case may be, exercising or waiving such 
right.

In a limited liability company, the participants have the right of 
first refusal pro rata to the amounts of their participation interests in 
the company, unless otherwise provided by its charter or the agree-
ment of the participants. The charter of the company may provide 
for other approval requirements in the case of alienation of a par-
ticipation interest or its part to a third person. In addition, changes 
to the charter of a limited company, in particular, in connection with 
changes in its participants or the amounts of their participation inter-
ests, require approval by the general meeting of participants. 

In a limited liability company, the participants may also exercise 
the appraisal rights by assessing the value of contributions made by 
the participants to the authorised capital of the company, except for 
cases where it requires independent expert assessment. 

In a joint-stock company, the supervisory board is vested with 
extensive powers to approve the market value of the shares and prop-
erty after it is determined in the manner set forth by law. 

According to the JSC Law, the market value of securities, includ-
ing shares, shall be determined:
•  for securities that are not traded on stock exchanges (eg, shares of 

a private joint-stock company) – as the value of securities, deter-
mined under the laws on the assessment of property, proprietary 
rights, and the professional valuation activities; and

•  for securities traded on stock exchanges (eg, shares of a pub-
lic joint-stock company) – as the value of securities, determined 
under the securities and stock market laws.

As a practical matter, currently the market value of securities traded 
on a stock exchange is calculated by the respective stock exchange 
taking into account the results of the trades.

9 Hostile transactions

What are the special considerations for unsolicited transactions?

Ukrainian law does not specifically regulate the hostile transaction 
procedures. 

At the same time, Ukrainian antitrust regulations establish spe-
cific rules to apply during the antitrust clearance of a ‘hostile take-
over’, defined as the acquisition in ownership or management of the 
shares (participation interests) of a company that allows the acquirer 
to reach or exceed, when combined with all of the acquirer’s prior 
shareholdings, a 25 per cent or 50 per cent threshold of votes in the 
highest governing body of the company, from the persons which do 
not exercise control over such company, if the target company refuses 
to provide the acquirer with documents necessary for obtaining the 
AMC approval.

In this case, upon the application of the acquirer the AMC may 
specifically request a party to the concentration resisting the take-
over and refusing to provide the necessary documents and informa-
tion to provide such information within a specific period of time. 
Failure to comply with such request may result in fines of up to 1 
per cent of income from the sale of goods (services), including that 
of the related persons forming a single undertaking for competition 
law purposes, for the last reporting year preceding the year when 
the fine is imposed.

10 Break-up fees – frustration of additional bidders

Which types of break-up and reverse break-up fees are allowed? What 

are the limitations on a company’s ability to protect deals from third-

party bidders?

Ukrainian law does not specifically regulate the application of the 
break-up fees and reverse break-up fees.

Some limitation on a company’s ability to protect deals from 
third-party bidders exists in the form of prohibition on ‘finan-
cial assistance’, recently reinforced by the JSC Law. A joint-stock  
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company is prohibited to grant a loan to finance the acquisition of 
its securities or suretyship in respect of the obligations under the loan 
from a third party granted to finance the acquisition of its shares. 
This restriction appears to be more extensive than the one previously 
established by the Law of Ukraine ‘On Business Associations’ and 
applies to the acquisition of shares on the secondary market as well. 
It may prevent the company from supporting a particular bidder, but 
in the absence of any enforcement history it is not yet clear how this 
restriction will apply.

11 Government influence

Other than through relevant competition regulations, or in specific 

industries in which business combinations are regulated, may 

government agencies influence or restrict the completion of business 

combinations, including for reasons of national security?

The main governmental authorities, which regulate and, thus, may 
influence the performance of business combinations include the Cab-
inet of Ministers of Ukraine, the NBU, the Securities Commission, 
and the State Property Fund of Ukraine. 

Ukrainian law provides the Securities Commission with a broad 
scope of powers. In particular, in the case of non-compliance with 
requirements of Ukrainian law, the Securities Commission may sus-
pend the placement and circulation of securities, cancel licenses for 
carrying out professional activities at the stock market (eg, the licence 
of a securities trader or a custodian), suspend making records to the 
registers of holders of the registered securities (such as the sharehold-
ers registry) or with respect to certain holders of securities, etc. 

Business combinations in the banking sphere are subject to spe-
cific regulation and supervision by the NBU. In particular, in the 
event of the acquisition or increase of the significant interest in a 
bank (please refer to question 4), the acquirer needs to obtain the 
prior approval of the NBU, which may refuse to issue the approval 
if the acquirer does not have immaculate business reputation, own 
funds (own capital) in the amount sufficient to pay for the shares 
(as calculated according to a specific formula set forth by the NBU), 
or acquisition of the significant interest may negatively affect the 
interests of the depositors and creditors of the bank and competition 
in the banking sphere. 

Finally, the State Property Fund of Ukraine may, in particular, 
control performance of the terms and conditions of agreements on 
sale and purchase of state property. 

12 Conditional offers

What conditions to a tender offer, exchange offer or other form of 

business combination are allowed? In a cash acquisition, may the 

financing be conditional?

Under Ukrainian law, the parties to a transaction may agree on their 
rights and obligations, including their termination, being conditional 
on occurrence of a certain event, where it is unclear whether such 
event occurs or not. As a practical matter, business combinations 
are often made conditional on obtaining all the necessary regulatory 
approvals in Ukraine and abroad, approval of the deal by the share-
holders or the competent management bodies of the parties, and 
many other commercially feasible conditions. However, in certain 
cases, namely, if the acquirer of the controlling shareholding offers 
the other shareholders of the company to purchase the common 
shares of the issuer that they hold, as well as in case of the manda-
tory buy-out of the shares by the issuer, when the law specifically 
establishes the rules for the performance of such transactions, the 
acquisition of shares may not be made conditional on circumstances 
that are not set forth by law. 

Furthermore, in certain cases the parties to a transaction may not 
make the payment conditional on receiving the financing. In particu-
lar, if an entity applies for the NBU prior approval for acquisition 
of the significant interest in a Ukrainian bank, it needs to provide 
the NBU with evidence that as of the end of the last full calendar 

year preceding the application it had own funds (own capital), as 
calculated according to the formula approved by the NBU, in the 
amount sufficient to pay for the shares. Please also refer to question 
13 regarding other rules on financing of certain transactions. 

13 Financing

If a buyer needs to obtain financing for a transaction, how is this dealt 

with in the transaction documents? 

Ukrainian law does not establish clear requirements with respect 
to indicating the source of financing in the transaction documents. 
At the same time, in some cases Ukrainian law provides for certain 
restrictions on obtaining financing for the transaction. 

In particular, it is generally prohibited to use budgetary funds 
(treasury funds of the state), funds received as a loan or the funds, 
the repayment of which is secured by a pledge, for making contribu-
tions to the share capital of the company, except in cases explicitly 
provided by law.

Furthermore, under the JSC Law, a joint-stock company may not 
grant a loan to finance the acquisition of its securities or suretyship in 
respect of the obligations under the loan from a third party granted 
to finance the acquisition of its shares.

Specific requirements are established for the acquisition of shares 
in Ukrainian banks. In particular, a person applying for the NBU 
approval for the acquisition of a significant interest in a Ukrainian 
bank must provide the NBU with its financial statements and the 
relevant audit reports evidencing that as of the end of the last full 
calendar year preceding the application to the NBU it had own funds 
(own capital), calculated according to a specific formula approved by 
the NBU, in the amount sufficient to acquire the shares of the bank. If 
the applicant fails to comply with these requirements, the NBU may 
refuse to issue the approval.

14 Minority squeeze-out

May minority stockholders be squeezed out? If so, what steps must 

be taken and what is the time frame for the process?

Ukrainian law does not explicitly provide for a possibility to squeeze 
out the minority shareholders. 

For limited liability companies, Ukrainian law foresees a pos-
sibility to expel a participant from the company if he or she system-
atically or inappropriately fulfils his or her obligations or hinders 
achieving the company’s goals by his or her actions. A participant 
may be expelled by the decision of the general meeting of participants 
adopted by the majority of more than 50 per cent of the general 
number of votes of participants in the company. The participant 
being expelled from the company (or his or her representative) shall 
not take part in the voting. In addition, under Ukrainian law, a par-
ticipant may also be expelled from the additional responsibility com-
pany and full partnership.

15 Cross-border transactions

How are cross-border transactions structured? Do specific laws and 

regulations apply to cross-border transactions?

In practice, the structures used for cross-border transactions vary 
depending on commercial terms of each particular deal. Ukrainian 
law establishes certain specific rules regulating the procedures for 
investing in Ukraine. For instance, currently Ukrainian law requires 
foreign investors to make investments in monetary form only via the 
investment accounts opened with Ukrainian banks. For this purpose, 
the foreign currency shall be transferred to the investment account 
of the investor with a Ukrainian bank and converted into hryvnas, 
which should be further used for making the investment. This restric-
tion may be waived in the near future based on a recent decision of 
the Ukrainian Parliament.
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Furthermore, currently all foreign investments are subject to the 
mandatory state registration. 

16 Waiting or notification periods

Other than as set forth in the competition laws, what are the relevant 

waiting or notification periods for completing business combinations? 

There are no special waiting or notification periods for completing 
business combinations under Ukrainian law. However, the timing of 
any particular transaction may depend on the corporate decisions 
that its involves and many other factors. For example, if the transac-
tion requires a decision of the general meeting of shareholders of 
a public or private joint stock-company, the notice on convening 
the meeting must be given not later than 30 days prior to the date 
of the meeting. Should this be in the interests of the company, the 
notification on convening the extraordinary general meeting may be 
given not later than 15 days prior to the meeting, in which case the 
shareholders do not have the right to make proposals to the agenda. 
In addition, certain other restrictions as to the issues which may be 
included in the agenda and considered at the meeting will apply.

 In the case of acquisition of shares of a private joint-stock com-
pany, the charter of which provides for the right of first refusal of its 
shareholders and the company itself to purchase the shares offered 
by a shareholder for sale to a third person, or a participation inter-
est in a limited liability company, the transaction may involve the 
following waiting periods necessary for the exercise or waiving of 
the said right. 

 For private joint-stock companies, the selling shareholder must 
notify the company on its intention to sell the shares, the purchase 
price and other terms and conditions of the sale. Within two busi-
ness days upon the receipt of such notice, the company must forward 
its copies to all other shareholders. The shareholders may exercise 
their right of first refusal within the period of two months from the 
date when the notice of the selling shareholder was received by the 
company, unless a shorter period, which, however may not be less 
than 20 days from the date of receipt of such notice by the company, 
is provided by its charter. If the charter also provides for the com-
pany’s right of first refusal, it may be exercised within 10 days after 
the termination of the period for the exercise of such right by the 
shareholders, unless a shorter period is set forth by the charter. 

Participants of a limited liability company may exercise their 
right of first refusal within a period of one month after the date of 
notification from the seller on the intention to sell the participation 
interest, unless another term is established by the company’s charter 
or the agreement of the participants. 

If the transaction involves the acquisition or increase of the 
significant interest in a Ukrainian bank (please refer to Question 4 
above), the acquirer is obliged to receive a prior approval of the 
NBU. The statutory period for consideration of the application by 
the NBU is one month from the date of receipt of all the necessary 
documents. However, the NBU may ask for additional documents 
and clarifications, in which case the issuance of the approval can take 
up to several months.

In addition, any amendments to the charter of a bank need to 
be approved by the NBU. The statutory period for this approval is 
also one month after submission of all necessary documents to the 
NBU.

Furthermore, Ukrainian law establishes specific procedures 
for the reorganisation and liquidation of a company. In particular, 
according to Ukrainian registration laws, the documents for state 
registration of liquidation of a company, registration of termination 
of a company as a result of a merger, accession, division or trans-
formation, and registration of establishment of a new company as a 
result of a spin-off, shall not be filed with the state registrar earlier 
than two months after the date of publication of the notice on liqui-
dation or reorganisation of a company.

 

17 Sector-specific rules

Are companies in specific industries subject to additional regulations 

and statutes?

In Ukraine, companies in some industries are subject to additional 
regulations and statutes, which may establish, inter alia, specific 
requirements for the shareholders of such companies, including their 
number (eg, not fewer than three for insurance companies), specific 
approval requirements in the case of the acquisition of shares (such as 
the prior approval of the NBU for acquisition of the significant inter-
est in a Ukrainian bank), and their operation. Such companies are 
also subject to certain specific reporting requirements. For instance, 
Ukrainian asset management companies must provide the compe-
tent state authorities with information on its shareholders, including, 
inter alia, legal entities, in which its shareholders hold an interest 
and persons holding more than 20 per cent of the share capital of 
its shareholders – legal entities, etc. Changes in such information on 
the companies’ shareholders must be communicated to the regulator 
within 15 business days after the change occurs.

18 Tax issues

What are the basic tax issues involved in business combinations?

In Ukraine, the taxation of a business combination significantly 
depends on its type, the parties involved, and other specific condi-
tions of a business combination.    

Except in certain cases set forth by law, the income received by a 
non-resident from the sources in Ukraine, including dividends paid 
by a Ukrainian company, is subject to a withholding tax at the rate 
of 15 per cent, unless the rate is reduced pursuant to a double tax 
treaty concluded by Ukraine with the relevant country where such 
non-resident is registered or has its main place of business. Specific 
rules are also established for the taxation of income from the sources 
in Ukraine received by a non-resident having a permanent establish-
ment in Ukraine.

Most asset deals are subject to the value added tax (VAT) in 
Ukraine. The current rate is 20 per cent. Transactions with shares 
and participation interest in limited liability companies are exempt 
from VAT.

19 Labour and employee benefits

What is the basic regulatory framework governing labour and employee 

benefits in a business combination?

Ukrainian law does not provide for a clear regulatory framework 
governing labour and employee benefits in a business combination. 

Acquisitions of shares do not usually raise any labour law issues. 
Irrespective of the type of a business combination, a person may be 
transferred by the employer to another company only upon his/her 
consent (except in certain force majeure cases). 

In general, Ukrainian labour laws provide for a limited number 
of cases when the employer can terminate its employees. In the case 
of a reorganisation of a company, its employees may be terminated at 
the initiative of the employer, subject to two months’ notice, provided 
that the employer cannot provide the employee with another position 
to which he or she agrees. 

In the case of a reorganisation of the company, the collective bar-
gaining agreement may remain in force during the whole period for 
which it was concluded or may be amended upon the agreement of 
the parties. If the company’s owner changes, the collective bargaining 
agreement shall remain in force during the period for which it was 
concluded; however, this may not be longer than a year. Within this 
period the parties shall start negotiations to conclude a new agree-
ment or amend the existing agreement. 
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20 restructuring, bankruptcy or receivership

What are the special considerations for business combinations 

involving a target company that is in bankruptcy or receivership or 

engaged in a similar restructuring?

If a person intends to acquire the assets of a target company subject 
to the bankruptcy proceedings, this may be accomplished during 
the ‘sanation’ procedure, which is a system of measures performed 
during the bankruptcy proceedings to prevent bankruptcy of the 
company and restore its financial condition and satisfy the creditors’ 
claims. The decision on starting the sanation shall be approved by the 
commercial court upon the petition of the creditors’ committee and 
shall be completed within 12 months, which may be further extended 
for another six months or reduced upon the petition of the creditors’ 
committee or the sanation administrator. 

The sanation administrator appointed by the commercial court 
shall prepare the sanation plan, which must be approved by the credi-
tors’ committee, the commercial court, and the investors (selected by 
the creditors committee), if any. The sanation plan shall include the 
description of actions to be performed to restore the solvency of the 
company, the terms for participation of the investors in this process, 
etc, and may provide, inter alia, for the sale of the company’s prop-
erty, sale of the company as a general property complex, obligations 
of the investors to re-pay the company’s debts, including by way 
of the transfer of a debt (or its part), and the liability for failure to 
comply with the relevant obligations. If the investor complies with 
the obligations provided by the sanation plan, it may acquire the 
title to the assets of the target company pursuant to the law and the 
sanation plan.

An acquisition of assets from a company that is not entirely sol-
vent involves a risk by virtue of the operation of a ‘claw back’ rule. 
The sanation administrator may ask the court to declare void any 
agreement, including the one concluded before the sanation process 
was initiated, if:
•  an agreement is entered into by the debtor and an interested 

party (the definition of ‘interested party’ is very narrow in this 
case) and as a result the creditors have or might have incurred 
losses (within the general limitation period of three years); or

•  an agreement is concluded by the debtor and one of its creditors 
or other person and such agreement gives priority to one creditor 
over the others or relates to the payment of money or allocation 
of assets to a participant who withdraws from the debtor com-
pany and has the right to receive a compensation of his/her share 
in the authorised capital (concluded within six months prior to 
the introduction of the sanation procedure).

A sanation administrator (receiver), within three months after the 
resolution on carrying out the sanation process, may refuse to per-
form the agreements of the debtor, including those concluded before 
the bankruptcy proceedings were initiated, that remain outstanding 
in full or in part, if the performance of an agreement results in losses 
for the debtor, the agreement is long term (more than one year) or 
is aimed at a long-term positive effect for the debtor, except for cer-
tain cases set forth by law or the performance of the agreement will 
hamper the restoration of the debtor’s solvency.

Ukrainian law establishes specific rules for the insolvency and 
receivership procedures for banks, insurance companies, etc.

Economic recession paired with currency rate fluctuations and political 
turmoil affected businesses across all industries. Given this, the M&A 
market decreased substantially in �009, especially in terms of the 
value of the deals. The volume of deals also went down, but there is 
still quite a large number of smaller transactions. Business owners 
are selling distressed assets, terminating partnerships, splitting large 
companies into smaller ones, etc. Since it is a buyers’ market, deals 
are often structured with higher protection for the buyer. The average 
duration of M&A transactions decreased substantially, especially for 
the deals with distressed assets, the number of which has increased 
in connection with the financial crisis. In addition, the growing interest 
of Ukrainian business in outward investment became another major 
trend in Ukraine’s corporate and M&A market in �009.

With respect to inward foreign investment, on �� November 
�009 a new law aimed to mitigate the consequences of the financial 
downturn became effective in Ukraine, establishing a number of 
significant changes to the Ukrainian legislation and, inter alia, 
tightening up the Ukrainian currency control regime in respect of cross-

border loans to Ukrainian entities, foreign investments in Ukraine and 
settlements for export-import transactions, which were reasonably 
perceived as restrictive and unfriendly to investors. In particular, the 
law stipulated that all foreign investments in cash have to be made 
in Ukrainian hryvnas via investment accounts opened with Ukrainian 
banks, and the registration of foreign investments, which used to be 
carried out at the option of the investors, became mandatory. 

However, on �� April �0�0 the Ukrainian Parliament adopted the 
Law of Ukraine ‘On Introduction of Amendments to Certain Laws of 
Ukraine on Lending and Stimulation of Foreign Investment’ in order 
to abolish the currency control restrictions introduced in November 
�009, including, inter alia, the prohibition on early performance of 
obligations by Ukrainian entities under cross-border loan agreements, 
requirements to make foreign investments in hryvnas via investment 
accounts with Ukrainian banks, and the mandatory registration of 
foreign investments, etc. The respective law requires the president’s 
signature and promulgation to become effective. 
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